but just in the same way as they would listen to Bossuet delivering a sermon about the instability of human affairs. Jaures has scored a success of that kind once or twice. But that's not the way to upset a government. On the contrary, you will be inscribed, so to speak, on a bkck list, made up of nebulous people who are incapable, as they say, of making a statesman. And for that matter, if the Bloc came to life again or some other combination were formed and Jaures were persuaded to accept a portfolio, even that of Foreign Affairs, Jaures himself would serve no other purpose except to cover up the implacable working of the machine with his large person and the sound of his voice."
Germaine had no difficulty in following his drift. She could not visualise the details of things so clearly as Gurau, to whom they were the stuff of his daily life. But whenever anything involving competency and discretion, any matter of self-interest or personal ambition, was concerned, something instinctive enabled her to grasp even a hint. In a way, all this almost made Gurau dearer to her. She experienced a feeling of almost conjugal solidarity with him.
It was only for a moment that her emotions strayed in this direction. Gurau was gazing into her eyes insistently; and she gased back into his and let herself be carried away by the intoxication of this meeting of their eyes. Then Gurau's eyes slid down to Germaine's neck and shoulders. Again she could understand him and respond to him. She knew at once that she had awakened his deske. She congratulated herself, too, that she had stayed wrapped up in this kimono of hers, still new enough for her to enjoy a novel pleasure in wearing it, which had helped to preserve about their meal together an atmosphere of physical love.
Gurau was not unaware of the twofold game which his own mind was playing. Indeed, he appreciated its slightly scandalous aspect. To combine an explanation of the European situation with a delightful obsession by two fair breasts - he saw clearly that, in the eyes of a simple man, there might be something corrupt, something decadent, about it. He would have been embarrassed himself if lie had

